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QUESTION 1

What are some advantages for Facebook Pixel? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Track cross-device conversions. 

B. Show to the right people, at the right moment, on the right devices. 

C. Build Core Audiences based on website visitors. 

D. Build audiences based on users who have installed your app. 

E. Unlock additional advertising tools within Facebook. 

F. Evaluate your ROAS. 

Correct Answer: ABEF 

You can create a pixel, and connect it to your website, to: 

Make sure your ads are shown to the right people, on the right devices, at the right moment: 

Knowing how people use your website can imply what they\\'re likely to do next. This helps Facebook 

deliver ads to the people most likely to take the action you want them to take. 

Build effective advertising audiences: With Custom Audiences, you can show your ads to people based on 

how they\\'ve already interacted with your website. Using Lookalike Audiences, you can target ads to brand-

new people based on their similarity to established visitors and customers. 

Measure cross-device conversions: See how customers move between devices while engaging with your 

content -- and determine what devices they are most likely to convert on. 

Unlock additional Facebook advertising tools: Web conversion campaigns, Custom Audiences from your 

website, dynamic ad delivery, and metrics such as cost per lead or cost per conversion are only available 

to advertisers who\\'ve installed pixel on their websites. 

Better evaluate your return on ad spend by more precisely attributing online behaviors to your Facebook, 

Instagram, Messenger, and Audience Network ads. 

Pixel can enable powerful, actionable, and cost-saving adjustments to ad delivery -- such as only 

displaying brand awareness campaigns to people who\\'ve never visited your website, or offering limited-

time discount codes to people who\\'ve abandoned online shopping carts. 
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QUESTION 2

An eCommerce recently installed the Facebook pixel on their website to better understand the ROAS of the online
marketing efforts. 

After two months, they\\'ve spent $3,500 in online conversion campaigns, and generated $6,000 in revenue. 

You realize that the ratio for the ROAS is 1.71:1 

What does this ratio mean? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. For every $1 you spend on a campaign, you generate $3.5 of revenue. 

B. For every $1 you spend on a campaign, you generate $1.71 of revenue. 

C. For every $10 you spend on a campaign, you generate $1.71 of revenue. 

D. For every $1 of revenue, you spend $1.71 in advertising. 

Correct Answer: B 

The return on ad spend (ROAS) for this campaign would be $1.71 or a ratio of 1.71:1 ($6,000 / $3,500). So for every 1
dollar that the company spends on its campaign, it generated $1.71 worth of revenue . 

 

QUESTION 3

What are three metrics that video can have a huge impact on brands? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Ad Recall 

B. Brand Awareness 

C. Cost Per Click 

D. Purchase Consideration 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Facebook did a huge research back in 2015 to figure out how the video had an impact on brands when 

running campaigns. 

To see the full report go to: The Value of Video for Brands They realized that video ads could have a huge 

impact on three aspects from a user perspective: 

1.

 Ad Recall 

2.
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 Brand Awareness 

3.

 Purchase Intent 

 

QUESTION 4

Your client is posting 5 times a week, and they want you to promote each post as interaction ads, with a budget of $20
for each. 

Your community manager published a post with a big grammatical mistake, but already spent $5 on the campaign for
this post. 

Your client calls you complaining, and you immediately tell your community manager to fix the post and reactive the
campaign. 

What options does the community manager have in fixing this mistake? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. The community manager should select the boosted post, change the image and re-launch the campaign. 

B. The community manager needs to post a new image and create a new campaign with a $20 budget. 

C. The community manager should delete or hide the current boosted post. He/she should then post the new image and
add a new ad to the previous ad set with a $10 budget. 

D. The community manager should delete or hide the current boosted post. He/she should then post the new image and
add a new ad in the previous ad set. There is no need to change the budget. 

Correct Answer: D 

You are not able to make changes to a post (title, text or image) if you have boosted the post or invested money. In this
case, you will have to hide the other post and re-publish the new one with the corrections.You should promote the post
under the same ad set from the previous campaign. This will allow you not to modify anything at the ad set level and
only deactivate one ad and activate the new one. 

 

QUESTION 5

What can you expect from an MTA Partner Program within Facebook Measurement Partners? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Measure lift in sales using partner-based ROI measurement solutions. 

B. Measure and compare the effectiveness of advertisers\\' marketing channels in terms of contribution to sales,
efficiency, and ROI. 

C. Aggregated reporting across multiple mobile ad networks, powered by Facebook attribution data. 

D. People-based multi-touch attribution reporting across all publishers, including Facebook. 
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Correct Answer: ABCD 

Here is a list of how Facebook Measurement Partners can help: 

Partner Lift: Facebook\\'s Partner Lift integrations leverage best-in-class vendors to measure lift in sales 

using partner-based ROI measurement solutions. 

MTA Partner Program: Facebook offers an MTA Partner Program that enables multi-touch attribution 

(MTA) partners to provide people-based MTA reporting across all publishers, including Facebook. 

Marketing Mix Modeling (MMM) Partners: Enable partners to better measure and compare the 

effectiveness of advertisers\\' marketing channels in terms of contribution to sales, efficiency, and ROI. 

Mobile Measurement Partners (MMPs): Work with one of our Mobile Measurement Partners to see 

aggregated reporting across multiple ad networks, powered by Facebook attribution data. 
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